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President and COO Scott Lind retires

Scott Lind is hanging up his hard hat

A

ugust 1983 was a
big month for Scott
Lind. On Aug. 24,
his daughter, Brandi,
was born. The next day, he
signed on with Transystems
as a line haul driver at East
Grand Forks. Little did he
know that his 38 years with
the company would lead him
from the driver’s seat to the
chair of President and Chief
Operating Officer.
“Boy! Was that a life-changing week,” Scott commented.
On the verge of his retirement, Scott reflected on his
many years with the company.
“When I think of my career at Transystems, I think
of opportunity, courage and
gratitude,” Scott said. “The
culture of learning that the
Rice family instills has given
me great opportunities. Over
the years, I can think of many
‘Aha!’ moments that the Rice
family and senior team have
given me.”
He was once asked how he
was able to advance through
the ranks to lead the company.
“I have always said that you
need to succeed at the position
you are currently in, then opportunity will come. But you
need the courage to jump and
then you need to remember

Scott started
his Transystems career
as a line haul
driver. He
always takes
time to visit
with employees when out
in the field.
Bill Schulz
photo.

the thankfulness for it all,”
Scott said.
As always, Scott is quick to
credit a great team for helping
him achieve his goals.
“I learned years ago that you
should surround yourself with
strong employees,” he said. “I
had a great team that helped
me through the tough times
and was there to celebrate our
successes and good times.”
His path through good times
and bad was both long and
ever-changing.
From night shift line haul
driver, he advanced to the lead
technician position at East
Grand Forks. Then up the
ladder he went, from Division
Maintenance Manager to Red
River Valley Division Manager and, finally, President and
COO. That long career path
put Scott in a unique position;
he understood virtually ev-
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ery position in the company
because he had worked those
positions. The toughest job he
held was the first.
“I could spend 12 hours in a
shop and the day would fly by.
But 12 hours behind the wheel
of a truck seemed like a long
day to me. I was not cut out to
be a line driver,” Scott chuckled. “I admire the skills and
patience our team has to drive
safely.”
Scott came to Transystems
with exactly the right background to succeed.
A third-generation Minnesota farm kid who farmed from
an early age with his father
and uncles, Scott, his siblings
and cousins were instilled
with a good work ethic at their
parents’ knees.
“The importance of taking
care of people and equipment

See SCOTT, Next page

After 38 years with Transystems, Scott Lind is retiring this summer. Bill Schulz photo.
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Scott learned his work ethic early
From previous page

was instilled in me when I
was very young on the farm,”
Scott recalled. “Dad told me
once that no matter how tough
it gets, we always pay our employees first. And I guarantee
you, you never started your
day on the farm unless the oils
were checked and everything
was greased and inspected on
the equipment.”
Spring and fall, the Lind
farms ran 24 hours days. Of
course, the younger boys, including Scott, worked nights.
One night shift, Scott was
harvesting soybeans with one
of his cousins.
“Out of the blue, he asked
me what I would do if I
didn’t farm. My cousin said
he would probably do something with sugar beets. I said
I would always farm,” Scott
recalled. Ironically, his cousin
is still farming while Scott is
“doing something” with sugar
beets.
That hardworking farm
background helped make
Scott the manager he is.
“I was responsible for crews
at a very young age. I enjoyed
that challenge and I believe
that helped me carve the way
with my career,” he said. “I
always say that the only way
we can do our business is with
good people and good equipment.”

Scott works with John Hoadley in Sidney. Bill Schulz photo

Challenges, success

“Staffing has always been a
challenge,” Scott said. “But,
fortunately, we always have
been blessed with low turnover and our employees are
such good recruiters.”
Other challenges were more
nail-biting events.
“I can remember a time
when we had a scare with
Ravens trailers back when I
was the Division Manager in
Grand Forks,” Scott recalled.
“We thought we were going
to have to shut down the fleet
because of cracking in the
fifth-wheel frame. The Maintenance Team did a thorough
inspection of all the units and
decided what was needed.
We found a local fabricator to
make necessary parts to keep

us running safety.”
Good teamwork diverted a
major shutdown.
Another challenge Scott
tackled was finding a solution
to sticking beets during the
long, cold RRV winter.
“We had a problem unloading beets that were sticking
in the trailers, so we started a
task force called SOS (Sick
of Sticking),” he said. “After looking at many different
aspects of the problem, we
figured out we could solve it
by loading frozen beets in the
bottom to create a slide for the
beets on top.”
Problem solved. But he
didn’t stop there.
By adding a plate to the
hopper, the rear wheels of the

See SCOTT, Next page
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Scott overcame many challenges in 38 years
From previous page

truck could be lifted to twist
the trailer for even more efficient unloading.
“Kind of like emptying an
ice cube tray,” Scott recalled.
Another challenge Scott
tackled was when the Federal DOT red tagged steering
sectors on any truck that had
a certain serial number. We
had just purchased 70 new
Freightliner tractors for the
RRV operations that fell into
that group of serial numbers.
With less than two weeks before the start of the campaign,
we had to remove every
steering sector and transport
them to Chicago for repairs.
The Transystems team had to
face the problem head on and
swiftly.
A van was rented, the faulty
parts were piled in, and it was
off to Chicago.
The repairs were made, our
technicians putting in long
days to reinstall the sectors.
Our new tractors were DOT
approved days before the
campaign started.
“You never know when
equipment will shut you
down,” Scott sighed. “Whenever a problem arose, I would
think immediately, ‘Who has
the knowledge that can help
me with this?’ And I made a
beeline to that person. You
have to dare to try new things,
new ways of doing things.”
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“Often, I would see the
conservative managers were
persuaded by managers who
dare to try and were willing to
try something outside of the
box,” he said. Thinking outside the box has always been
a good direction to resolve a
tough problem.
Scott could be called the
godfather of the company’s
dashboard program, which is
now used by drivers, loader
operators and clerical staff to
ensure that each project runs
smoothly by providing current
information on fuel consumption, loads and employees’
hours.
“When I was the Division
Manager in RRV, I started a
dashboard using paper and
then an excel spreadsheet for
managers and clerical staff to
report every day. I hated being
surprised at the end of a campaign,” Scott recalled. “I was
a believer in creating dashboards and reports as management tools so there would be
no surprises. With the support
of Mike and Dan Rice and
the IT department, we made
it happen. It made a huge
change. We have come a long
way in providing important
information to all employees.”

A culture of safety

“I worked for the company
that hauled sugar beets before Transystems, and, when
I started with Transystems, I

could not believe how differently Transystems looked at
safety,” Scott recalled. “It was
communicated, trained and
was a part of every part of our
work. I am glad to say that
safety is still highly valued at
Transystems.”
The biggest change Scott
has seen over the years is the
flow and accessibility of information for employees to be
successful at their jobs.
“Equipment and faces
change, but the core values
of Transystems have not
changed,” Scott said.
He fondly remembers all
the coworkers who shared his
path.
“I have built friendships
with many coworkers at Transystems,” he said. “Many of
those long-term coworkers
have helped me many times
over. I do believe that my
success is because of all the
coworkers that became friends
and that have been my sounding board, given me advice
and had the courage to tell me
when I was making a huge
mistake.”
Under Scott’s leadership, the
team culture flourished.
“It’s important to always
have the courage to do what
is right,” he said. “I strove to
continue building on the education and a culture of growth
for all employees and myself.
I have always felt that the best
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Scott is planning 'to learn how to retire'
From previous page

thing I can do for our team is
to create a culture that encourages everyone to grow personally and in business. When
you have a strong family, your
personal mind and health is
good and it is easier to grow
and enjoy your job. I always
loved seeing someone we
have helped grow to advance
and succeed.”
Scott is among those who
advanced and succeeded.
He graduated from Alvarado
High School in Minnesota and
attended two years of truck
and farm diesel technician
training. He went on to attend
the Executive Management
Program at University of Minnesota and belonged to the
Young President’s
Organization for 12 years, going through all the leadership
chairs.
Married for 39 years to
Theresa, the couple has one
daughter, a son-in-law and one
grandchild, Miles, who will
figure prominently in Scott’s
retirement.
“I love being around family,
motorcycle trips with Theresa,
golf and tinkering with old
vehicles,” Scott said.
And what will he do in retirement?
“First learn how to retire,
then improve my golf game,”
he laughed. “Maybe I have
that backwards.”

Motorcycles and Miles will
play a big part in Scott's
retirement. Photos courtesy
Lind family.

“I have always been blessed
with the backing of my family,” he said. “Theresa and
Brandi probably have seen
more beet piles, loaders and
trucks than any other spouse
and child in Transystems. We
would go on Sunday afterVolunteer work is on his list as noon drives to visit a pile site
is working for farmers during and visit with employees. We
spring work and harvest. (You cleaned equipment, helped
can take the farm kid out of
with picnics and parades,
the field, but can you keep
and moved equipment many
him there?)
times.”
“I have looked into a Har“Transystems’ culture made
vest Host program where you it easy to get my family inwork at places like a winery
volved,” he added. “I am
or farm,” he added.
thankful for the career and,
Opportunity, courage and
most of all, for my family.”
gratitude were the three most
“Transystems was fun to be
important parts of Scott’s caa part of.”
reer and his life. So, of course,
Happy trails, Scott. And
he ended on a grateful note.
thank you.
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The Lind Legacy: Coworkers reminisce

T

o say that Scott Lind is
held in high regard by
his coworkers would
be an understatement.
Everyone from sugar company executives to Transystems’
newest and oldest employees has
nothing but praise to pile on the
retiring President and COO.
There is a reason for that.
Scott has always reciprocated
the respect, holding everyone he
works with in high esteem.
“Of course, I have many memories of Scott through the years,”
Chairman of the Board Dan Rice
said. “The most enduring of
those is Scott’s dedication to the
employees of Transystems. He
always put them first. Whether
it was respect, safety or a good
paying job, Scott kept the employees’ interests at the front of
the line. That’s a nice legacy.”
Others joined in the salute to
Scott.
Executive Vice President Errol
Rice praised him for his vast
knowledge.
“Scott has an experience base
that goes far beyond just Transystems,” Errol said. “He knows
the beet industry inside and out,
from the grower to the rehaul to
even the processing. He is able
to understand why a factory
would want to make a decision
and help Transystems understand what the potential other
options are.”
And he has always been willing to pass that knowledge
along.
“He knows all the old tricks
but is still willing to consider
new ways of doing things and
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and values his friendly ways.
“Scott always made a point
to talk to employees around the
company when he traveled,” he
said. “Employees appreciated
that.”
Dan Brennan, Vice President
of IT, also worked with Scott for
more than three decades.
“We worked in the same shops
or offices many of those years
and share a great number of
memories and experiences,” Dan
said. “Many of them are fond
Scott combined business
memories. Some were not fun
with pleasure, keeping in
at the time but are great to think
touch with the office while
back on and reflect on the benehunting elk. Rich Carl photo.
fits of the knowledge gained.”
help shape them to improve the
Dan admires Scott’s perseverprocess,” Errol added.
ance.
Transystems Technical Writ“Scott has a drive to keep
er Curran Rice values Scott’s
things moving and improving,”
willingness to get personally
he said. “He is always quick to
involved in any project.
sign up for a challenge and put
“As a remote worker, I learned the work in, cultivating options
the importance of talking to peo- and sharing his vision with those
ple and face-to-face interactions who can help the cause. Scott
from him. It's very easy to think did not always succeed right
you can communicate everyout of the gate, but he never lost
thing through email, but person- sight of the goal.”
al contact still has great value,”
Scott is always looking for the
Curran said. “Scott provided
newest approach, be it equipconsistent, available leadership
ment, process or technology. He
at all times."
is quick to try new tools, someVice President of Safety Rich
times at his own expense, Dan
Carl has worked with Scott for
added. “When Scott sees the
35 years and has always admired potential, he is all in!”
Scott’s ability to not shy away
“Prior to cell phones, Scott
from a problem.
was carrying a pager. Next,
“He always tackled tough isScott was carrying a radio
sues head-on whether they were phone, which could have been
employee or customer issues,”
called a suitcase phone. It was
Rich said. “Not many people are so large you could see the lights
able to do that.”
dim when in use,” Dan recalled.
Rich credits Scott with nurtur- “Next, Scott was among the first
ing his growth in the company
See MEMORIES, Next page

Memories made while working with Scott

ment were appreciated by many.
“He always took the time to
From previous page
offer me advice and did so in
to have a cellular bag phone.
a way that was not destructive
Scott has continued to lead in
but encouraging,” Kari comnot only pressing forward but
mented. “I always felt like Scott
also sharing his experience and
was on my side, helping me do
the benefits with others.”
Dan also remarked on Scott’s
better and gain confidence in the
friendliness.
positions I have held. His many
“No matter what position
years of experience made him a
Scott was in, he has always been
great coach.”
out in the field getting to know
His work ethic never faded.
Scott presenting Claude Carl
each person and learning about
“Scott has never been above
with an award as Mike Rice
them,” he said. “Scott wanted
any
work,” Kari said. “Even as
looks on. Rich Carl photo.
to hear from people day, night,
President and COO, he drove
helped me gain the self-confiweekends, blizzard, mud, no
trucks and used shovels trying to
dence needed to succeed in my
matter.”
help come up with solutions.”
role as a senior manager.”
Scott is sure to communicate
Vice President of Maintenance
Ann
praised
Scott
for
growing
his viewpoint but always listens
Troy Carl started working with
the company. Scott was at the
to alternate points of view.
Scott in 1993, building new
helm when Transystems added
“Even though we might distrailers at the EGF shop.
the Idaho and Minnesota beet
agree, I know at the end of the
Troy believes curiosity is
contracts, and those contracts
day Scott is thinking about my
Scott’s strong suit.
continued renewals.
view and points provided,”
“Scott has always been willing
“Scott believes employees are
Dan said. “Scott has cultivated
more successful when they know to dig into things, good or bad,
this skill throughout his career.
to learn more,” he said.
how they are doing every day
He talks a lot about collective
Tracy Magnus, Vice President
and can quickly react to areas of
genius. He is always working
and
General Manager of the Red
on improving himself and those concern,” Ann said. Daily dash- River Valley Division, praised
boards arrived under Scott.
around him. Scott provided
He also nurtured continuity of Scott’s unflagging concern for
space for others to succeed, inoperations and training, allowing the company and its employees.
cluding me.”
“Scott really cares about Tranfor one division to quickly help
Former Vice President of
systems
and all of our employanother when necessary.
Finance Ann Powers has also
ees,” she said. “He does everyVice President of Adminisknown Scott for decades.
thing he can to make sure that
tration Kari Franks has worked
“Scott’s leadership ability is
our company succeeds and the
with Scott since she started at
his most valuable characterispeople that work here have the
Transystems nearly 20 years
tic,” Ann said. “As a leader, his
ability to be successful.”
ago. She praised him for his
commitment, passion, integrity
Tracy was among many who
and honesty set the example for problem-solving abilities.
noted Scott’s generosity in shar“He is always looking for a
us. He sometimes had to make
ing his vast knowledge.
solution and never giving up,”
the tough decision, not always
“He has helped guide me anythe popular decision but the right Kari said. “Scott has continually time I had questions and shared
helped me come up with soludecision for Transystems.”
his decades of experience,” Trations no matter the issue, from
Scott is a great mentor.
cy said. “He was always
personnel to the health plan.”
“I respected him, and I know
See MEMORIES, Next page
His coaching and encouragehe respected me,” Ann said. “He
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Memories, some with a comical twist
From previous page

there to challenge me to make
sure decisions were looked at
from multiple angles, allowing
for a better final decision. Scott
is constantly challenging the
status quo to make the company
more efficient.”

Great sense of humor
Dan Gowan, Director of Agriculture for American Crystal
Sugar, knew Scott long before
he joined Transystems. Dan, his
brother and Scott piled their
Harley Davidsons into a homemade trailer and left the Midwest for Florida in 1979. The
trio spent the winter in Homestead working for a farmer.
During that early trip, Scott
got the nickname “Willie,” Dan
recalled.
“We called ourselves Willie’s
Angels, pretty much after Willie
Nelson,” he said.
Scott became “leader” of the
group in an amusing way.
“My brother and I took Scott
to meet our friend Shu on that
trip to Florida,” Dan remembered. “Picture this, at their first
meeting Scott was dressed in
shorts, a shirt, a hat and cowboy
boots with black socks. Not a
pretty picture. Shu said, ‘This, is
your leader?’”
“The four of us are still very
close and hold meetings every
now and then,” Dan said. “Normally we impeach Scott from
his rank and name a different
leader.”
From the beginning of their
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friendship, Dan always admired
Scott’s sense of humor and
ability to tell a good story,
keeping up his end of a conversation.
“Scott is fun,” Kari said. “I
always loved hearing stories
about his past, like doing burnouts at school and manning the
dunk tank at picnics.”
She recalled one meeting in
Scott’s very warm office.
“I always joked that I was
going into the hot seat,” she
said. “One time, sitting across
from him at his desk, I reached
over to get a drink of water. He
was nice enough to wait to tell
me I had just emptied his water
glass.”
Dan Brennan laughs about
Scott’s “failure to save” incident.
Scott was a pioneer in abandoning the typewriter for the
computer, Dan recalled.
“Some years ago, Scott was
convinced writing a policy on
the typewriter was outdated,”
Dan said. “Consistent with his
drive to embrace tech, Scott
obtained new software that
provided authoring and searching of the database. Scott took
time crafting a document. When
it came time to save the document, there were no save buttons. We reviewed the options
and realized he was in search
mode. No copy and paste in
those days. The content was
lost.”
Scott laughs about it today and
he knows how to save first now.
And Scott is good for a party
gag.
“I watched him swallow a

whole raw egg in the shell at a
Christmas party years ago,” Rich
recalled.
“Never saw such a thing. Very
talented!”

He was a great leader
Scott’s fun side aside, he was
a great leader for Transystems.
“Scott’s spirit of leading in
technology and process fostered a culture of innovation,”
Dan Brennan said. “Folks were
always trying something new or
building something new. Scott
has always worked to provide
the resources needed to foster
this creative approach.”
He has always encouraged
professional development. Scott
was instrumental in providing
early instructor-led training for
managers and supervisors.
That training was appreciated
by Troy.
“Scott boosted training
throughout the years, and I have
always felt lucky to have it,”
Troy said. “Many leaders don't
invest in their people. Scott
always has.”
“Transystems owes Scott a lot
for the way he has led the company,” Errol said. “The industry
has shifted over the last 20 years
and Transystems, under Scott’s
leadership, has been nimble
enough to follow. The growth
of the different divisions and
projects has complicated operations, and the leadership Scott
has shown enabled us to move
forward.”
From all of us at Transystems,
thank you, Scott.

New VP of Maintenance a familiar face

T

roy Carl is Transystems’
new Vice President of
Maintenance.
“Troy has been a
longtime member of the Senior
Team, and his background with
beet operations will be invaluable for maintenance,” Executive Vice President Errol Rice
said. “He hit the ground running since making the switch in
early May and has visited every
project since then. He is focused
on process improvements and
making sure our equipment is at
Transystems standards.”
Troy’s background with Transystems goes way back. His
parents both worked for Transystems when Troy was growing
up in Fargo. He started with the
company in 1992 as a yard driver. Over the next three decades
he worked as a loader operator,
line driver, technician, roving
manager, project manager, division manager and Vice President
and General Manager for the
Red River Valley.
With that deep background,
Troy is uniquely qualified to
oversee maintenance and repair
Transystems equipment.
“I will be ensuring process
and procedures are followed and
always helping and guiding our
maintenance staff to learn and
innovate as technology changes,” Troy said.
Equipment uptime and staffing
in a very demanding field are the
two biggest challenges he faces
in his new position.
“The equipment we are operating today continues to become

Troy Carl is the new Vice President of Maintenance.

more advanced,” he said. “With
all the electronic components
and the after-treatment system,
the units are more complex to
troubleshoot. With the high
demand for technicians, we must
continue to create a place people
want to work and an enjoyable
place to work.”
He is looking forward to the
challenges and rewards his new
position offers.
“I have always enjoyed working with equipment,” Troy said.
“I am excited to get back into
maintenance full time. I enjoy
learning new technology, and
this will give me a great opportunity. I have learned a lot in
just the last month in this new

position. It has been fun working
with the great technicians we
have working for us.”
Between stints at Transystems,
Troy worked for a specialized
carrier hauling heavy equipment.
He also spent time in Sioux
Falls, S.D., working for Ruan
Leasing as a technician.
“I was given an opportunity
to move to Grand Forks in 2003
to oversee a maintenance facility,” he said. “When Ruan was
bought out by Ryder Leasing in
2004, I performed the same role
for them.”
The few years he spent away
from Transystems ended in
2005.
“I have been happily here ever
since,” Troy said.
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Tracy Magnus chosen to lead RRV

E

ight years ago, Tracy
Magnus joined Transystems as a clerk in
Hillsboro. Fast forward
to this summer, and Tracy is
now Vice President and General
Manager of the Red River Valley
Division.
She made many stops working her way up the ladder. From
clerking at Hillsboro, she went
to Drayton as a supervisor and
went on to supervise multiple
construction projects. She was a
Division Admin Manager before
being named Project Manager
in Hillsboro. Then she moved to
Montana as the Billings Project
Manager, which led to her being
chosen as Division Manager
when the Central Division was
created.
Hillsboro called her back as
Project Manager last year. When
Troy Carl assumed his new position as Vice President of Maintenance, Tracy stepped up to lead
the Red River Valley Division,
overseeing all five projects.
“I look forward to working
closely with our customer,
American Crystal Sugar Company, and with our management
team,” Tracy said.
Months into the new job, she
is already focusing on the challenges that lie ahead.
“We’re hoping for a lot of
beets to move this season, and
we need to have the drivers to
haul them,” Tracy said. “Staffing
will always be the biggest challenge.”
A known and highly respected
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Tracy Magnus is the new Vice President and General Manager
of the Red River Valley Division.

Transystems team player, Tracy
is looking forward to working
with the management staff in a
different capacity.
“I look forward to being able
to work with all employees at all
locations,” she said. “The people
are what makes this company
work well, and we have such a
great team.”
Tracy is well suited to lead that
team.
A Northwood, N.D., native,
she earned her bachelor’s degree
from Mayville State before going to the University of Mary to
obtain her Master’s in Business
Administration.
“I started off in retail, sold cars
for a short while, and, before
joining Transystems, was an office manager at a nursing home,”
she noted.

Tracy’s parents are still in Northwood, her brother with his wife
and kids are nearby in Fargo,
and her best friend runs a cattle
ranch a short four miles away
from her new home, giving her
plenty of opportunities to spend
time with her family and friends.
She likes to travel with her
camper and enjoys the great
outdoors, fishing or hunting. She
even offered up her favorite spot
to camp: Stump Lake. Tracy also
loves doing anything with family or friends and spending time
with her two doxies, Copper and
Dakota.
A former Northwood Women’s
Softball Team player, she likes
to keep up with that team and
watches lots of University of
North Dakota Hockey.

Innovation

Drones boost safety, training, morale

T

ransystems supervisors
and managers have an
eye in the sky to boost
not only the company
employees’ morale but also advertising for recruitment of new
team members.
Idaho Division Supervisor
Jason Strunk and Sidney Project Manager John Hoadley use
drones to capture both pictures
and video footage of Transystems teams in action. Buzzing
high above Transystems trucks
and equipment, the drone focuses on the company’s excellent
equipment and how it is used by
excellent drivers and operators.
Jason has been operating the
drone in all the Idaho projects
since the end of the sugar beet
campaign in March.
“Right after I purchased the
drone, I immediately started
training for my unmanned aircraft pilot’s license,” he said.
Although there are few silver
linings to the COVID-19 pandemic, Jason managed to find
one.
“I took online classes during
the COVID shutdown and flew
the drone all over southern Idaho
during family trips,” he said.
John, on the other hand, was a
certified commercial drone operator for years before he decided
to bring the drone to work.
It all started with a simple
question from a loader operator.
He asked John, “When I load
the trailer, do the beets just slide
down from the front and fill the

A drone hovers over a dump site in Paul for the I84 Port of
entry job. Jason Strunk photo.

bottom first or do they hold in a
slant inside the trailer?”
“Without seeing this, I could
not give an honest answer,” John
said. “I could only assume.”
That’s when the light went
on in John’s head. He put his
drone to work, allowing drivers
and loader operators to actually
see what was going on as they
worked.
John’s first step was to record
a truck being loaded from start
to finish.
“We were shocked at how
many things we saw in the drone
footage that we could improve
upon,” John said. “The operator
was amazed that he was doing
things that he was telling other
operators not to do.”
“My operators love watching
the short videos and picking
things out for improvement and
helping each other,” he added.
“For new operators, it’s a total
training tool. They understand so
much more by seeing it happen.”

A great training tool, John’s
drone is also pressed into service
for trailer inspection. John can
check an entire fleet of trailers
in just a few minutes. A safety
bonus: No one has to physically
climb on a trailer. The drone is
also used to scan site setups as
well as entry and exit routes.
The drones are also used to measure stockpiles for both summer
construction and sugar beets.
“Gosh, I am giving away my
secrets,” John chuckled. “Certain drones also have the capabilities of thermal imaging,
which is important for beet pile
inspections,” John added. “Locating hot spots in seconds with
video and photos is a bonus.”
John had been running
drones for seven years before
he brought one to work. A true
drone enthusiast, he is involved
with Search and Rescue and has
the capabilities of thermal imaging with one of his drones and
See DRONES, Next page
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Drones 'the way of the future for work'
Thirty feet
up in the
air, John
Hoadley's
drone keeps
an eye on
the McKenzie project
during summer construction.

From previous page

conducting underwater search as
well.
“I am very active in drones, so
much that I am a certified Part
107 pilot with the FAA for doing
commercial work,” John said.
That licensing is important.
“FAA registered and licensed
drone operators, like anything in
the world today, can be so helpful,” he said. “I see drones as
becoming a company as well as
worldwide training tool. There
are 17,000,000 drones in the
United States alone and only
67,000 registered drone pilots.
Law enforcement is cracking
down on those not following the
rules. For those of us who do
follow the law, our people will
benefit.”
John sees droning as an important skill.
“Droning is the way of the

future for outside work, such
as construction training, routes,
search and rescue, inspections
and, of course, family videos.”
Transystems Marketing Manager Kara Joyce shares John’s
and Jason’s enthusiasm for the
drones. And she believes Transystems is forward-thinking and
ahead of the curve on drone use.
“Drone footage will allow potential employees a visual experience into a day in the life of a

Transystems employee,” Kara
said. “We will be able to show
our potential employees exactly
how the job works. Our branding
says, ‘It’s the easiest trucking
job you can ever ask for.’ Now
we can show them with a bird’s
eye view.”
The footage a drone can capture is impressive and stunning.
Before we know it, drone marketing will be considered an industry standard, Kara concluded.

Innovation in safety

In-truck cameras get a trial run in Idaho

T

he most valued asset
Transystems has is our
employees. We are
constantly striving to
find new ways to ensure safety
throughout the workday. With
that in mind, we are trying out a
new tool to improve our safety
culture.
For the past couple of months,
Transystems has been involved
in a trial involving cameras for
our trucks. The cameras consist
of both outward and inward
12 TransTopix Summer 2021

facing video capture. Cameras,
like the ones being tested, have
successfully improved safety
in commercial vehicles and can
exonerate a driver when others
make mistakes. Many drivers
who have used cameras will not
drive a truck if the camera is not
functioning properly.
Our vision to have cameras
in place during the upcoming
campaign is supported by our
insurance carrier. The support
of our insurance carrier is due

to the fact that 80 percent of
third-party losses are caused by
other drivers. We have had several examples of this in previous
campaigns.
The camera trial was conducted at an Idaho project because of
the convenience of the construction activity. We felt it would be
an adequate test and would give
us the results needed to reach a
decision on the cameras.
Rich Carl,
Vice President of Safety

New Freightliners pump up the fleet

T

ransystems’ big green
fleet is getting bigger.
Eighty-seven 2022
Freightliner Cascadia day
cabs are heading to the company’s
projects this summer. Sidney will
receive 12, Red River Valley 11,
Renville 10 and Idaho 54.
“The replacement cycle plan
was to phase out 2015 and 2017
model year units with new
trucks,” President and COO Scott
Lind said.
The units are impressive.
With 450 horsepower Detroit
DD 13, 12.8-liter engines and
12-speed overdrive automated
manual transmissions, the new
trucks should be more fuel efficient, especially when the average
fuel consumption over an entire
fleet traveling a variety of routes
is calculated, Scott said.
Automated control of the clutch
improves shift quality and leads
to longer clutch life. A shift actuator shifts the transmission for
the driver, allowing for faster and
smoother gear shifts.
“And it’s easier to operate,
making it ideal for drivers of all

Eighty-seven 2022 Freightliners are on the way to Transystems projects.
experience levels,” Scott added.
Those drivers will be riding in
comfort. The new trucks have
premium 2.0 high back air suspension seats with air lumbar
integrated cushion extensions and
adjustable shocks. A severe duty
wiring harness will reduce electronic downtime issues.
The safety features on the new
rucks are impressive, including:
• Detroit Assurance
Using fused technology, the
bumper-mounted radar and the
windshield-mounted HD camera communicate with the ABS
brakes, engine and transmission
in real time.

• Active Brake Assist 5 is
always on, automatically tracking
other vehicles in the truck’s path.
Full emergency braking on moving and stopped pedestrians.
• Adaptive Cruise Control
automatically adjusts the truck’s
cruising speed to maintain a safe
following distance from vehicles
in its path down to 0 mph. Improves overall driver experience
and reduces fatigue. In stop and
go traffic, if the vehicle in front
stops, your truck will also come
to a stop and hold indefinitely.
• Electronic stability control
that can assist the driver in reducing the risk of vehicle instability
while in a slippery curve or taking
an evasive action, reducing the
potential for jackknifing and drift
out conditions.
• 5.0 lane departure and warning system.
• Pre-trip inspection feature for
exterior lamps.
This cycle of lights includes
tractor and trailer. One cycle of
lights takes 4.5 seconds, and it is
a continuous cycle until switch is
turned off.

Sidney Sugar and Transystems extend partnership

T

ransystems’ long history
with Sidney Sugar just
got a bit longer. In May,
Transystems signed
another contract with the sugar
company, extending the working
history between the two companies to 55 years.
The most recent contract is
for three years with some additional extension opportunities,
Executive Vice President Errol
Rice said. The haul plan should

be similar to the past few years
with no big shifts in where the
beets are or what the season
looks like.
“This represents a continuation of the partnership we have
with Sidney and ACS,” Errol
said. “We have a great opportunity to extend our good work
with a great customer, and this
new contract reflects the trust
they put in us to get their beets
hauled. Sidney is a tough en-

vironment for trucking, and
we have worked hard to make
ourselves and our customers
successful.”
Transystems first starting hauling beets in Sidney in 1968. It’s
a different haul now.
“There have been a lot of
changes in Sidney over the past
five years, let alone 55, so it has
been great to be able grow with
the community and be a partner
with the factory,” Errol added.
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Admin staff steps up to build Team Green

T

he Administration Team
continues to take on
more responsibilities to
build our Team Green.
This summer, project clerks and
division administration coordinators are contacting many people who have expressed interest
in working for Transystems.
Many administrative folks
have spent the last few years
perfecting the art of recruiting,
selling Transystems opportunities and engaging with applicants.
Even outside
of work, Idaho
Division Administration Coordinator Cheyenne
Goff wears her
Transystems gear
to show her pride
Cheyenne in the company.
She enjoys telling people about
our company and the benefits of
working here.
When calling applicants,
Cheyenne says, “I make them
feel special by consciously
listening to them and their story.
I ask them questions to get a
conversation going.”
One of Cheyenne’s best practices is smiling while she is on
the phone so applicants can tell
she is in a good mood and enjoys what she does. She likes
talking to different people and
hearing their stories and why
they chose Transystems.
Nampa clerk Carnessa Hunt
has a few recruiting tricks up
her sleeve, too. When she visits
with job candidates, she makes
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Carnessa

Kristee

sure to include phrases such
as “We are excited to possibly
work with you” and “We appreciate your interest in Transystems.”
She maintains a friendly
speaking voice and says smiling
while talking helps.
“I also try not to talk over
applicants,” Carnessa said. “I
definitely make sure I sound
knowledgeable with the work
requirements and environment.
It helps to have sticky notes or
word docs on things I specifically need help with remembering.”
“A lot of them seem nice over
the phone which makes my job
10 times easier and enjoyable.”
Kristee Badet at the Twin Falls
Project comes to the recruiting
desk armed with information.
“I make sure to have ample
information about the beet year
and make it known that Transystems is a fantastic company to
work for,” she said. “Great pay

and great benefits are available.
I try to make applicants feel special by always thanking them for
applying and letting them know
that we are available to answer
any questions they might have.”
She also makes a point of using the applicant’s name often.
“Knowing a person’s name
and using it makes him or her
feel like they are important, not
just another application.”
Kristee enjoys recruiting tasks
because she likes being helpful.
“When people apply, they
have so many questions and
often have misinformation about
driving and the experience needed,” she said. “I love being able
to tell them that we will train
them for the job.”
East Grand Forks clerk Mary
Kelly equates recruiting with
finding a needle in a haystack.
“The process sounds simple:
gather applicant information,
set up interviews and conduct
interviews,” she said. “But after
all that all you can go on is your
gut instinct.”

Mary

Colleen

Colleen Danielson from Renville enjoys hearing applicants’
stories.
“I find it interesting to hear
about the various backgrounds

See TEAM GREEN, Next page

Getting back to basics in safety program

T

he past year has been
challenging. When the
COVID-19 pandemic
swept in during March
2020, the safety team scrambled
to keep ahead of it and keep our
employees safe.
The limited
contact allowed
among employees disrupted
many of our
standard safety
processes and
procedures. And
Rich
the pandemic
shifted a lot of focus from our
usual safety procedures.
Things changed and they
changed rapidly.
All in-person meetings were
canceled, including startup
meetings, safety orientations,
safety committees and others.
Virtual meetings or phone meet-

ings took the place of the faceto-face training and meetings we
were accustomed to.
General safety communications suffered with physical
distancing. Our check-rides, operator training, technician training and other hands-on training
were modified for the safety of
employees.
Our efforts paid off. The
measures we took to deal with
the pandemic were effective in
protecting employees from the
risk of infectious disease.
In other positive news, our
Skills Development Program
continued to grow and resulted
in adding many qualified drivers to our team. The use of the
mobile training center expanded
again this year and included several new simulator scenarios.
The Idaho and RRV Divisions
developed a trial program for ve-

hicle inspections. This program
will be expanded to the entire
company in 2022.
As we move into the next business year, our general focus and
theme of getting back to basics
is vital to our safety culture. We
will resume in-person meetings
and face-to-face communication
with all employees. Getting our
processes back in place will ensure that everyone continues to
go home in the same condition
they came to work.
I will close emphasizing the
two main things every Transystems employee should know:
1. Safety is important to Transystems culture.
2. Every employee participates
in our safety program.
I encourage everyone to get
engaged in safety.
Rich Carl,
Vice President of Safety

Team Green getting bigger, thanks to admin staff
From previous page

people come from,” she said.
Her recruiting mantra: Be polite and attentive. Listen to their
concerns.
Our Administrative Team is
not the only great recruiters we
have. Employees in any position
at Transystems are the best recruiters we have. When you help
a friend or acquaintance make
a change and come to work at
Transystems, you are offering
them the opportunity to be home
every day, good work, good pay
and a good life.

Our referral bonus is a way
we show our appreciation to
employees who spread the word
about our opportunities.
Since the start of the last beet
haul, we have paid $41,200 in
referral bonuses to employees
who brought someone new to
Transystems. We would love to
see that amount increase substantially.
Every year we hire new employees at our projects to fill our
schedules. Wouldn’t it be nice if
most of our advertising dollars
went to employees in the form
of referral bonuses? We want to

make this happen by making the
referral bonus more attractive.
The amount has been raised to
$600 for CDL trainees, drivers,
loader operators and technicians.
Our employee recruiters will
also get some cool swag once
they bring in a new employee.
We want to identify you and appreciate you for getting the word
out about Transystems.
Love what you do and share
the opportunity with others.
Let’s all do what we can to help
build Team Green.
Kari Franks,
Vice President Administration
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Meet our supervisors

New supervisors at Hillsboro, Twin Falls

H

illsboro Project Supervisor Alesia Sargent
joined Transystems
three years ago as a
CDL class participant.
After earning her license,
Alesia spent one year as a driver.
Early on she showed she was a
team player.
“When my truck was down, I
helped in the shop,” she said.
In her second year at Hillsboro, Alesia worked as a sub
supervisor and
learned to operate a skid steer
and loader. She
spent her third
year as a skills
development
mentor and then
Alesia
was named a sub
supervisor. She helped out, subbing at East Grand Forks when
needed and also trained in the
excavator.
All her hard work and enthusiasm paid off when she was
named full-time supervisor in
Hillsboro in December 2021.
Alesia brings the skills necessary to be a good supervisor:
patience, understanding and
the ability to multitask. She has
good communication skills and
can make a quick decision, all
while paying attention to details.
She is responsible for complying with the customer’s needs
and making sure rules are followed to ensure the safety of the
drivers and the equipment.
What does she find most re16 TransTopix Summer 2021

warding about her job?
“The ability to help others
grow in their skill,” she said.
Working the night shift is her
biggest challenge because, as a
single mother of five, she misses
time spent with her kids.
A Red River Valley native,
Alesia enjoys painting, collecting rocks and plants.

in Paul at the end of the beet
campaign.
Before being named supervisor, Tanner drove truck, operated
the loader, and flumed.
He brings a strong work ethic
and a lot of common sense to his
new position, and he is enjoying
it.
“There are too many rewarding things to list them all, but
mainly I really enjoy the people
Meet Tanner Allred
I work with and all the different
A year into his career with
skills I have acTransystems, Tanner Allred
quired,” he said.
stepped up to the Project Super- “I look forward
visor position in Twin Falls.
to continuing.
After joining the company last Transystems
August, Tanner learned the ropes has been excepfilling in as a supervisor on octionally great to
casional weekends. He excelled me, and I enjoy
and was named full-time Project coming to work Tanner
Supervisor in the spring.
every day.”
With the beet haul wrapped up,
The rewards are plentiful,
Tanner and the Twin Falls team
but so, too, is the daily weather
have switched their focus to
challenge.
construction. It’s keeping them
“The weather can really make
all busy.
or break your day, but I am up
“I am making sure drivers
for every challenge thrown my
know their destinations to and
way,” Tanner said. “Whether I
from the gravel pits,” Tanner
fail or triumph, either way I am
said. “I stay in constant contact
learning from it.”
with the contractors who hire
Almost an Idaho native, Tanus, so we know when we are
ner came to the state at age 2.
working. I also make sure radios He grew up and went to school
and other supplies are on the job in the small town of Castlesites. There is some paperwork
ford, west of Twin Falls. He is
involved.”
married to “a wonderful girl,”
“I want to make sure the driv- Britney Allred. They have been
ers are happy,” he added.
together for seven great years.
Although his main focus is
When not at work, Tanner enthe Twin Falls Project, Tanner
joys hunting, fishing and campwillingly stepped up to help out ing … “Anything outdoors.”

Meet our project manager

Craig LeLoux named Renville manager

C

raig LeLoux has returned to Transystems
as the new Project Manager in Renville, Minn.
“I was employed by Transystems from 2006 to 2010, then
went off to pursue other employment,” Craig said. “I am very
pleased to return.”
Craig brings a wealth of management experience to his new
post. He has been in the management field since 1987.
Craig started at Transystems as
a supervisor in Renville in 2006
and went on as Safety Manager
for summer construction before
being named Division Safety
Manager in the Red River Valley
during the 2008-2009 campaign.
He was Minnesota’s Division
Manager during 2009 and 2010.
As Project Manager, Craig will
oversee safety, operations, drivers, machine operators, clerical
staff and supervisors. He will
work with the company’s maintenance program and with the
customers and their requests.
He is putting his management
background to work with an
open-door policy.
“I welcome all to come to me
with any questions and concerns,
and together we can understand
and/or correct many situations,”
Craig said.
He enjoys working for a family-orientated company and its
employees.
“I find it rewarding to help individuals grow and develop with
the Transystems team,” he said.
“I look forward to achieving the

Craig LeLoux returned to Transystems as Project Manager in
Renville.

goals set by the customer and
Transystems.”
Craig’s re-entry to the Transystems team has not been without
a few challenges.
“Since I have been away
from Transystems for the past
10 years, getting to know the
new resources the company has
developed will be a challenge,”
he said. “But I am very optimistic I will learn quickly with help
from the staff.”
He is quick to praise Transystems and the Renville team.
“Transystems has helped me
grow professionally and personally throughout my career,” he
said. “I bring hands-on experience as a manager, driver, farmer and equipment operator. But
watching some of our excavator
operators in the yard during tear
down made me feel like a novice

operator. Hats off to them!”
Craig is looking forward to a
great first season back.
“SMBSC got the beets planted
early and the growers’ fields are
well-tilled,” he said. “I am looking forward to a great crop and
excellent beet haul this year.”
Craig grew up in Northwest
Iowa. He now lives in Olivia and
is married to Kristi. The couple
have four children and seven
grandchildren. Family time tops
the priority list for Craig and
Kristi.
“We enjoy spending time at
the lake and spend as much time
with family as possible,” he said.
“It is great to see them all grow
up. And maybe we spoil them a
bit.”
Craig also enjoys hunting,
fishing, recreational activities,
riding his Harley and camping.
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Division Reports
Red River Valley focusing on training this summer

W

hile some Red River
Valley drivers headed to Western North
Dakota to work on
the McKenzie County project,
the remainder of the staff is
spending the summer focused on
Skills Development Classes and
recruiting.
We are also taking our show
on the road with Transystems’
banner trucks heading to 40-plus
parades and a few fairs throughout the RRV. That is one of the
many ways we attract quality job
candidates, and this summer we
are getting awesome applicants.
Ten Skills
Development
Classes are on
the summer calendar, meaning
60 well-trained
drivers will be
Tracy
ready to roll when
the sugar beet campaign starts
in early to mid-August. By then,
we will have a really good crew
lined up.
Our project supervisors and
four drivers are working as mentors for the Skills Development
Classes. And, once again, Ray
DeLeon has stepped up to lead
the Skills Development Program.
He works well with everyone
from the CDL candidates to the
mentors helping train them. His
patience and ability are very
much appreciated.
The entire valley is experiencing moderate to severe drought
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conditions, and we have had
some damaging windstorms, too.
Normal weather for us is wet.
This summer is not normal.
While the dry conditions are
very unusual for us, the crops are
emerging while some minimal
replanting is going on. So we expect a decent crop when harvest
rolls around.
A new Project Manager and
some new equipment are poised
to start hauling beets. Tom Rocha moved from Crookston to
manage the Hillsboro Project.
He has a great background with
us, and we are very excited to

Above, Red
River Valley
kicked off
summer training with a full
Skills Development Class
pictured with
their mentors
and Ray DeLeon. Left, training in action.
Kara Joyce
photos.

see what he can
do there. We will receive 11 new
Freightliners this summer and
some new Komatsu loaders.
Meanwhile, the shops are all
busy fine-tuning our fleet of tractors and trailers.
And we are all looking forward
to the return of summer celebrations. All five projects have
picnics planned, with Hillsboro
kicking off the summer in June.
Thanks to all the RRV team
members for their hard work.
Tracy Magnus, Vice President
and Manager, Red River Valley
Division

Division Reports
Summer work remains steady for Idaho Division

A

s usual in the Idaho Division, there was not a
minute of rest between
the sugar beet campaign and summer construction.
We started hauling for IMC near
Twin Falls the end of March, and
the beet campaign wrapped up
April 2.
Summer work has remained
steady since we started it. By
early June we had already completed a job for H&K in Idaho
Falls. It was a short, sweet bit of
work. Now we are hauling for
Kloepfer Construction on the
Legacy Highway near Layton,
Utah. We are
also working a
big project with
Knife River hauling from Boise to
Sun Valley. That
haul will switch
from Boise to
Kevin
Bliss later in the
summer. All in all, it’s been good
for us and our employees, with
40 to 60 drivers on the payroll.
The job market is tight around
here, so we feel lucky that we
can keep our crews busy.
We are happy to be able to
keep our drivers working and we
are grateful that they are willing
to travel with us. Housing is always a challenge, even more so
now that everybody in the country is planning post-COVID-19
trips. Motels are full.
Our weather is as dry and arid
as usual, spurring a few replants
early on. The crop is coming
along pretty well. Since the

Summer construction work is keeping Transystems crews
busy. Bill Schulz photo.

growers pumped up the planted
acreage a bit, we will have a big
crop to haul come the first week
of September.
The Skills Development Program is underway and will kick
up to full speed in August. We
are planning five classes, which
should give us around 50 CDL
drivers. It’s great to have our
banner trucks back at area parades and fairs since there were
no events like that last summer.
We enjoy participating in our
communities.
The shops are working hard to
ensure all our equipment is ready
to roll when harvest begins. We
are expecting 54 new Freightliners in July. The techs will get
those tractors prepared for the
season, too.
It has been great having Chris
Kelly from Billings and Joe
Kuntz from Worland working
with our Idaho team this sum-

mer. Joe helped with maintenance before heading over to supervise the Legacy Project. Chris
stepped in to cover for managers
on vacation.
They will head back to their
home projects in September
when the campaigns start in
Wyoming and Montana. Crops at
both those locations are looking
good after a late spring with a
few replants.
We are planning a new type of
celebration to thank our valued
employees. Rather than weekend picnics, which cut into their
camping time, we are inviting
them and their families to join us
for lunch at each project location. We look forward to seeing
everyone there.
Thanks to all for the hard
work.
Kevin Iversen, Vice President
and Manager, Idaho Division
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Division Reports

Skills Development a priority this summer

Above and right, Skills Development was the
Red River Valley's main focus this summer.
Ray DeLeon and mentor Tim Reitan offered
pre-trip instruction
Left, Idaho Division Skills
Development
mentor Emily
Lozano works
with trainee
Ronnie Williams. Kara
Joyce photos.

Sidney crop looks good; drivers keeping busy

D

espite a couple of rainouts, summer is going
swimmingly in Sidney.
The crop is looking
good, and the weather is cooperating.
And our crew is keeping busy.
While the beets are growing, 13
Sidney employees are working
on the McKenzie Project. This is
the second year we have run the
McKenzie Project and the Sidney, Worland, RRV, Billings and
Idaho employees have stepped
up to the plate to make both
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years very successful.
I’d like to give a special salute to the Sidney maintenance
group. They have done an excellent job keeping the trucks
well-maintained and working
well. They have really helped
keep everything up and running
smoothly.
And a big thank you to Ricardo Garza for coming from the
Valley on such a short notice.
Already this summer, two drivers have completed their CDL
training in East Grand Forks on

the McKenzie Project, and they
are doing well.
The Sidney crew will have
a little time to relax after the
construction project wraps up,
including gathering at a project
picnic in mid-August. Then they
will hit it hot and heavy when
the campaign kicks off in early
September. Twelve new Freightliner tractors will be waiting for
them when they return.
Thanks for all your hard work.
Scott Lind,
President and COO

Manufacturing Report

Cube Lite builds trailers for new customer

T

he Cube Lite team
stepped into retail again
this year, creating a custom set of trailers for an
outside customer.
It all started when Clay Handy
of Handy Wholesale Products in
Paul, Idaho, approached Manufacturing Project Manager Derek
Torix with a proposal.
“Clay came to us last year interested in buying a set of trailers because of the gross vehicle
weight moving up to 129,000 on
the interstate ,” Derek said. “He
needed a set of trailers to haul
sand and gravel, and he thought
we could fill the bill.”
It wasn’t the Cube Lite team’s
first shot at such a set of trailers.
“We built two sets of belly
dump trailers for Kloepfer Concrete a couple years ago,” Derek
said. “The Handy trailers are
basically the same as the trailers
we built for Kloepfer, but Clay
specified a few changes including an air ride suspension, disk
brakes and a tarp system. The
trailers were customized to suit
his specs.”
The new set is comprised of
two trailers – a lead and a pup.
“These have shorter sides than
our beet trailers because they
don’t need the height,” Derek
said. “They are what we call a
construction set of trailers. They
are aluminum and basically the
same as the beet trailer except
shorter and the hoppers and
gates are shorter as well.”
The manufacturing team was

Clay Hand of Handy Wholesale Products purchased a set
of custom-made trailers from Transystems Manufacturing
Project. Derek Torix photo.

well qualified to tackle the
project, but it didn’t go without a
few bumps along the way.
“Our biggest challenge was
getting the axles/suspensions
here,” Derek said. “Because of
COVID-19, the supply chain
was down and then freight
companies were slow delivering parts to build the stuff. So
that put us behind schedule by a
month.”
“It was nice to finally see
the axles show up and finish
this build,” Derek added. “The
trailers were basically complete for a month, but they were
stuck inside the shop because
we couldn’t move them without
axles.”
Derek credits the entire manufacturing crew for a job well
done.
“Everyone in the shop worked

on them at one point or another.
Cristhian Gutierrez drew them
up. Tiffini Olsen, Ruger Wrigley,
Noe Navarrete Mosso, Andrew
Munsee and John Chope all
welded and built the trailers.
And Kaysha Messick kept parts
on the shelf and spent a lot of
time sourcing parts that were out
of stock, so she ran down different vendors,” Derek said.
“The crew did a great job
working together to make some
quality trailers, which made for
a happy customer in the end," he
said.
Derek has hopes of repeating
this success story.
“We hope to sell more and
have a company out of Richfield, Utah, that is interested in
having us build a set or two for
them. Hopefully that materializes.”
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Happy Birthday!
July
1: 1: Miguel Arrendondo Muniz,
Terry Daddow, Norman Gibbs,
Linda Nelson, Jose Rivera, Ruger
Wrigley.
2: Nicholas Frandsen, Julian Jolley, Robert Tomlinson.
3. Frank Davis, Yanmanuel Machado Camareno, Jayme Messenger,
Scott Prow.
4. Curtis Andersen, Daniel Kildal,
Robert Stortz.
5. David Kelsey, Charles Rowland.
6. Jerald Anderson, Marc Paschke.
7. Rodrigo Flores Salinas, Joseph
Gallegos, Carrie Heiken, Keith
Leske, Edward Zurn.
8. Terrence Sieving.
9. Connor Bratsch, Cindy Wang
Anderson, Wilbert Werner.
10. Dennis Bernard, Jason Cline,
William Coleman, Manfred Moen,
Robert Ortega.
11. Robert Adfield, David Balcome, Stephen Casarez, Zane
Dunn, Raziya Ferrell, Houston
Scarborough.
12. Daniel Garcia Ramos, Matthew
Grunewald, Tyler Halvorson, Joseph Salsgiver.
13. Simon Holm, Shawn Johnson.
14. Kirsten Burns, Steven Dubeau,
Steven Holyoak, Joshua Jurek,
Richard Larson, Douglas Stack,
Gary Winmill.
15. John Davis, Jesse Erickson,
Kenneth Kittrell.
16. Phillip Brooks.
17. Clayton Brame, Sandi Church,
Roberto Garcia, Wyatt Halvorson,
Duane Voit.
18. Teri Desmith, Roger Johnson.
19. John Campbell, Joseph Fenstermaker, Kevin Hope.
20. Nicole Kelly, Milton McQuarrie, Brandon Reynolds, Gabriel
Valdez, Donald Vos.
21. Sarah Gull, Stanley Harder,
Gustavo Hernandez, Jeffrey Howarth, Mary Belle Kinkaid.
22. David Clausen, Anthony Ruiz,
James Sawatzky, Brian Watson.
23. Milton Hunter, Trudy Ryks.
24. Dennis Bekkerus, Kari Franks,
Andrew Getzfreid.
25. Joseph Adamski, Seth Butterfield, Jamie Fetzer, Dale Grindahl,
Antoney Grinnell, Corey Ladson,
Pajtim Lika, Kurt Mortensen, Timothy Oliver, Timothy Radermacher, Michael Twiss.
26. Mickey Ash-Myers, Marcus
Newton, Robert Quanrud.
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27. Raymond Fabela, Allan Gabert,
Robin McGhee, Irene Shumway,
David Sweet.
28. John Crinion, Kevin Martinez,
Jennifer Mascorro, Duane Rasmussen.
29. Joseph Barlow, Gale Grote,
Shawn Mus, John Peterson, Medardo Vega, Donovan Ziesmer.
30. Johnnie Gaking, Geoffrey
Glenn, Muhannad Hassoun, Marlena Losh, Robert Norris.
31. Bruce Freberg.

August

1. Heriberto Gonzalez.
2. Jeffrey Peterson, Kevin Walkup,
Chris Ward, Travis White.
3. Gary Clarin, Rodney Richard,
Jose Valdovinos, David Wilson.
4. Andreas Heidenblut, Caleb
Pearson, Steven Rodriguez, Ted
Ulwelling.
5. Jacob Betts.
6. Lane Hale, Shal Magar.
7. David Eischens, Cyle Schwer,
Bradley Sturlaugson.
8. Joseph Bruggeman, Richard
Wosick.
9. Adem Dalle, Thomas Osborn,
Michele Osweiler.
10. Randy Alderman, James Dodd,
Jonathan Schmeck, Moises Serratos Manriquez, Jose Villa.
11. Anthony Laughlin, Gerardo
Mendez, Hector Sauza Luna, Craig
Tinlin, Allen Washington, David
Weninger.
12. Todd Berg, Jerald Bradshaw,
Cameron Cook, Bojan Senger, Levi
Swift.
13. Byron Barrett, Brent Bearup,
Briar Maruska.
14. David Dunn, Allen Green, Scott
Lind, Kevin Miska, Travis Montie
Luke Ottem.
15. Christian Alvarez, Lawrence
Boehm, Dante Garceau, Jason
Hinds, Neil Hoff, Ronald Ingersoll,
Merrill Lewis, Vaughn Reynolds,
Ronald Simmons, Zoe White.
16. Lloyd Watson.
17. Jeffrey Gainey, George
Knezovich, Howard Meyer.
18. William Benefiel, Jose Chairez.
19. Schuyler Delcamp, Stacy
Lindberg, Ricardo Perez, Dylan
Shepard.
20. Jorge Espinoza, David Gochnour, Thomas Rocha, Tyler Schultz, Zachary Terhaar, Tomas Morales.
21. Jocelyn Acheson, Niman
Ahmend, Brad Poppen, Jesus
Ramirez.

22. Alan Holmes.
23. James Kelley, Miguel Martin
Gonzalez, Bradin McCaughin, Kenneth Smith Gilbert Trevino, Randy
Willman.
24. David Hesse.
25. Maryanne Chandler, Riley
Culp.
26. Douglas Hansen, Tiana Oliver,
Danny Smith.
27. Aaron Brown, Joshua Horgen,
Clifton Hylden.
28. James Allison.
29. Cristian Esparza, Jack Peterson, Mark Roberts, Michael Wood.
30. Spencer Hodges.
31. Daniel Alto, Chris Jones, Maria
Segoviano Zamudio.

September
1. Deon Skinner, Richard Sorenson, Phillip Vanmeter, Michael
Yancey.
3. Christopher Brown, Terri
Dubeau.
4. Robert Dunn, Barton Ellerbroek,
Veroniac Nutsch, Justin Smith,
Courtney Thibodeaux.
5. Nathan Feucht, Shane Olson,
Dale Plain Feather.
6. Robert Hamilton, Aaron Old
Elk, Esteban Orozco Tapia, Miguel
Sanchez Leal.
7. Wayne Peter, Nathan Sapp.
8. Harlan Flinn, Ryan Stauffer.
9. Tim Johnson, Terry Knopp,
Jose Moreno, Oral Nikle, Donovan
Sallee, Timothy Wasness.
10. Russell Broberg, Randy Clark,
Byron Pearce, John Schmidt, Linnea Senum, Randy Wareberg.
11. Brady Foesch, Curtis Stanley,
Thomas Steburg.
12. Randy Carpenter, Esteban
Castaneda, Ryan Eppers, Paul
Erickson, Jeffrey Kellogg, Silvino
Montano Sanchez.
13. John Benner, Deborah Hawkinson, Humberto Jaime, Travis
Janson, Stacy Janzen, Victor
Ovalle Rojas, Dennis Smith, Oscar
Villagomez Saenz.
14. Monte Davis, Chuck Mahlen.
15. Todd Collier, Christopher
Strait.
16. Andre Araujo, Skyler Foster,
Guy Hovde, Rene Sandoval.
17. Charles Hanson, James Hubbard.
18. Gordon Arneson, Colmen
Hoskins, William Michael, Sarah Nason, Carey Sprankle, Jose
Tamez.

See HAPPY BIRTHDAY, Next page

Good News

Moorhead Supervisor Jeff Gainey and
Krysti Bench added baby No. 3 to their
family. Myles Anthony Gainey was born
March 10. He weighed in at 9 pounds, 5
ounces and was 21 inches long. He joins
siblings Aram, 7, and Mason, 1.

Happy Birthday!
September
19. Calvin Aarons, Zayd Mohammed, Sam Perez, Dena Shaddock,
Leslie Simonson.
20. Adam Bliven, Randal Mergenthal, Darwin Somsen.
21. Matthew Davis, Brain Johnson,
Rocky McBride, Evan Peotter, Carl
Silva, Jason Waterworth.
22. Duane Fossen, Melecio Herrera, Eva Moreno, Lawrence
Schlosser, Douglas Vogel.
23. Andrew Cataldo, Elliott Gamblin, Adan Lopez.
24. David Huddleston, Brad Korsmoe, Gregory Troftgruben.
25. Sandra Berlin, Jasmine Gerner, Brad Gulseth, Kenneth McKean.
26. Kenneth Burgemeister, Christopher Kelly, Blake Miller.
27. Andrew Anderson, Terry
Fields, David Gerszweski.
28. Alan Anjola, Jeffrey Beekman,
David Birch, Luis Mora,
Felipe Roa-Murrieta.
29. Mark Heder, Bryan Young.
30. Scott Babcock, Robin Baker,
Scott Grant.

October
1.

Aristide Oubda.
2. Kelly Pankratz, Robert Seamons, Christopher Walling.

3. Tanner Allred, Maurice Gray,
Chanell Jones, Charles Rice, Alesia Sargent, Casey Spencer.
4. Ricky Bown, Peggy Lanoue,
Maria Palomares Nunez, Andrew
Schriener, Dean Swenson, Gregory Weaver.
5. Rolland Sayler, Martin Segoviano.
6. David Bernard, Dan Brennan,
Ray Deleon, Chad Packham, Randall Pisarich, Yvonne Sanders,
Lance Sharkey, James Stroud.
7. William Emmett, Andrew Murry,
Kevin Romo, Jacob Schultz.
8. Marvin Novak, Daniel Reinert,
Jeff Sylskar, Stefanie Thornton.
9. Allen Becker, Jakob Isaak, Tyler
Milam, John Willson.
10. Jason Duncan, Hunter Gentry.
11. Tanner Christianson, Franklin
Cole, Robert Kluver, Bryon Roberts, Gregory Sloan.
12. Gary Bergman, Christopher
Beringer, Kyle Chandler, Martin
Ketola, James Knecht, David
Reed, Martin Tolman, Coral Torix.
13. Donald Maus.
14. Frank Villarreal.
15. Don Brown, Leroy Dunford,
Bruce Voelker.
16. Kenneth Conway, Christian
Davies.
17. Rudy Cordova, Barry Fuller,
Russel Gruenberg, Dale Gulbranson, Jayson Sanger, Michael

Thompson.
18. Ronald Ellis, Richard Frey,
Gregory Hayes, Timothy Hylton.
19. Dennis Aldrich, Beth Juarez,
Travis Perkins.
20. Sean Burns, Christian Enriquez, Rodney Latta, Hogir Yousif.
21. Tyler Hoadley, Andrew Jorgenson, Rory Lindquist, Antonio Mota,
Noe Navarrete Mosso.
22. Ernest Awuku, Steven Christensen, Philip Dixon, Kapamia
Karto, Joseph Kreidelcamp.
23. Debra Knecht, Joseph Larosier, Benito Molina, Randal Napier,
Mathew Paulson, Ronald Van
Vleet.
24. Rafael Hernandez, Mark Hulst,
Enrico Lopez.
25. Rodney Cloose, Denise Goodknight, Christopher Martin, Richard Neibaur, Jordan Saiz.
26. Jody Coombs, Elmer Helsley,
Fernando Ronquillo.
27. Jesus Magallanes Bijarro, Larry Nichols, William Schulz.
28. Darick Bennett, Ernest Conan,
Lance Finch, Juan Garcia Pineda,
Errol Rice, Steven Stathis, Clayton Walker, Shawn Zollinger.
29. Millon Gurung, John Hoadley,
Thure Johnson, Jason Mackey,
Calvin Nomee.
30. Eric Escobedo, Daniel Santana
Argueta, Tim Winter.
31. Santos Morales.
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Parting shots
Left, Vice
President of
Safety Rich
Carl led the
way. He was
among the
first at the
Service Center to receive
a COVID-19
vaccine.
Right, President and
COO Scott
Lind is
calling it a
career and
retiring.
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